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Abstract. Serious games can easily engage students, captivate and maintain their attention allowing them both learning with an adult, or on their
own. But, teaching children with developmental disabilities like ASD, requires special set of tools and methods, due to decreased level of attention
towards stimuli presented and lessened capability to learn in ways typical
children do. Interactive multisensory computer based instruction seems
to be a good match for these diverse learners because it offers multisensory learning experience, interactive practice with constant feedback,
increased learning opportunities, and customization to each child’s needs.
In this paper we present a web-based interactive educational e-book designed to engage a learner with additional auditory-visual stimulation
related to the text being read in two languages, and by providing multi
layered questions about the story read, for comprehension. Our educational goals were to teach children novel vocabulary, counting, identifying
numbers and colors, and responding to inference questions.
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Introduction

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that is detectable or apparent early in development, before age 2 [20], and its characterized
by the lack of language development, socialization and development of patterns of
rigid, repetitive, auto-stimulating behaviors that interfere with overall functioning of a person [3]. Children with ASD often have difficulty processing sensory
information, by under- or over-processing different inputs, which in turn affects
their learning. Studies have shown that children with autism may master more
educational objectives using a computer compared to traditional teaching strategies, and are more interested and motivated to learn through computer-assisted
instruction [7, 34]. Price compared comprehension and information acquisition
across two conditions: reading interactive e-books (on iPads) vs. printed books
with 30 students diagnosed with ASD, and found positive outcomes for each
participant using e-books [23]. In addition, teachers’ survey reveled that the
students found iPads motivating, which made them reinforcers, and in turn decreased their inappropriate behaviors in the classroom.

For over 50 years, research showed that the basic teaching unit, upon which all
learning and teaching are based on is a three-term-contingency (i.e. a learn unit)
[27, 15, 16]. A learn unit is an observable and measurable interaction between
a teacher and a learner, and it consists of two or more antecedent-behaviorconsequence contingencies. A-antecedent is a stimulus/stimuli presented by a
teacher or a computer/teaching device (i.e. visual stimuli - picture of a bird and
an auditory stimuli - find a bird); B-behavior is a response to an antecedent
(i.e. student touching a bird on the screen); and a C-consequence is delivered
in a way of reinforcement for correct responses and correction for an incorrect
responses. Corrections for incorrect response guide the student to emit a correct
response, in order not to demotivate a learner and to provide him/her with a
learning opportunity. Skinner’s tree-term-contingency has been proven effective
not only as a teacher-student interaction, but as one between a learner and a
teaching device, famous Skinner’s teaching machine [27, 28] or Emurian et al.
’s computerized instruction [10]. Therefore, a serious game we have designed
and developed, is entirely based on the learn unit, an interlocking three-term
contingency between a computer that presents visual and auditory antecedents
and delivers feedback, and a student who emits the responses to the computer’s
antecedents [18].
Serious games have become an effective tool in treatment of various physical
and psychological limitations, as well as education of diverse populations. Using
this medium users are exposed to deeply engaging, visually dynamic, rapidly
paced, and highly satisfying experiences, in comparison to conventional teaching methods and therapies [13]. In addition, serious gaming has contributed to
several fields, such as education [9], simulation [25], health [2], cultural heritage
[1] and others.
Serious games have been used for medical applications, including treatment
of ASD [33], and can be divided into educational and treatment games. Each of
these categories can be further divided into subcategories [22]. Existing games,
focusing on treatment of social interaction with children with ASD, are used to
reinforce emotion recognition [26], facial recognition [30], and foster collaboration
through computer gaming [4, 5]. Noor et al. reviewed articles from 2011 and
2012, putting the focus on technology and serious games classification, as well
as on the developed serious games for treating children with ASD and/or for
education [22]. Another review by Zakari et al., considering articles from 2004 to
2014, divided them across several criteria: technology platform, 2D/3D, learning
objectives and type of interaction [35]. According to these classifications, our
game could be defined as a tablet/desktop/laptop, 2D, touch-screen for learning
counting 1-10, identifying letters, colors and objects, and understanding the
semantics of the scene and narration.
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The life of “The Wolf in Love”

“The Wolf in Love” e-book has two ancestors: an inclusive theatre play and an
interactive tactile (hard copy) children’s book.

2.1

The theatre play

The theatre play was initiated by EDUS-Education for All, a non-for-profit organization that advances education for children with and without disabilities in
Bosnia and Herzegovina in order to create an opportunity for children with ASD
to engage in creative activity with typically developing peers. Marija FeketeSullivan wrote a screen play and the children’s book storyline [12]. The play
was then created in co-operation with the Aparat Thetre and SARTR (Sarajevo
War Theatre), and has been performed several times by children actors with and
without developmental disorders, Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A scene from the theatre play (left) and the children interaction with the printed
book (right).

2.2

The hard copy

Following the success of the play and children’s enjoyment, which was mainly
a result of the idea of respecting the differences and ignoring false boundaries
between children, a children book with tactile stimulations and interactive elements (pulling, flipping, texture changes, and similar) was designed and printed
with the support of UNICEF-BH, Figure 1. The book was aimed to stimulate
and reinforce comprehensive development and school readiness skills as the main
precondition for realizing the full individual potential of a child. It was designed
to provide stimulation for 3 to 12 year-old children with and without disabilities,
especially focusing on the multisensory learning needs of children with ASD. The
book was also bilingual (Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian and English languages), and
each page had options for discovery learning and tactile sensations in order to
draw and keep children’s attention. For younger learners or children with disabilities, each page provided learning not only through auditory stimulation of
someone reading to them, but through full sensory exploration learning per each
page as well (i.e. texture changes, manipulative parts of a page, strong colors and
salient target characters, letters, numbers, etc.). Older learners were able to read
the story but also to learn words in a second language since on each page, text
was printed in both BHS and English languages as direct translations. These
objectives were all aligned with the BH educational curriculum.

2.3

The e-book

According to the UNICEF-BH MICS Survey, only 56% of children in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, ages birth through 5 years-old, have at least 3 children’s books in
the house [31]. However, we are aware of the trends in the world today where media dominate children’s lives through watching TV, playing video games, reading
stories through e-readers, tablets, and smartphones. In the USA, the percent of
children with access to some type of smart mobile device at home (e.g. smartphone, tablet) has jumped from 52% to 75% from 2011 to 2013 [17]. Seventy-two
percent of children ages 0-8 use a mobile device for some type of media activity
such as playing games (63% of the time), watching videos, using apps, or reading
books (only 30% of the time) [17]. Video games in particular provide an ideal
multimedia tool that presents concepts in a way that are engaging, informal, and
fun for children [24]. Therefore, a potential benefit of educational video game is
the value of generating engagement and motivation to learn for a student [6].
New multimedia and interactive features of the animated electronic storybooks
were found superior when it comes to vocabulary acquisition in kindergartens
compared to static e-book version of the same text in Netherlands [29]. Also,
eye-tracking studies have demonstrated that children fixate longer on details in
illustrations that are highlighted in the text [32]. Glenburg and Langston demonstrated that comprehension is better when the text is followed by illustration as
pictures help to build mental models [14].
Guided by all these findings, we have designed our interactive e-book to
attract attention of a learner, to engage him/her by features additional to the
text being read in two languages (i.e. auditory stimulation when clicked on a
certain object in the scene: naming the object or making a related sound) and by
providing a multi layered question about the scene or story read. The questions
on each page increase in difficulty to accommodate different levels of learners
(young or a child with a disability vs. older typically developing child), Table 1.
Question
1

Educational goal
Selection-based question always with varied antecedents
(i.e. “point to”, “find”, “where is”, “touch”)
2
1:1 correspondence question, teaching children to count objects
3
Production responding, an inference question, where the child reads a
short text and makes conclusions based on the comprehension of the story
Table 1. The educational goals were to teach children to identify target objects (i.e.
learn the vocabulary), 1:1 correspondence or learning to count objects from 1 to 10, to
identify numbers 1-5, identify colors, and respond to inference questions.

One of the goals of both the entertainment and serious games is adaptivity
and dynamic content generation [8, 19], in order to efficiently balance the game
flow and thus avoid frustration and/or boredom. In our game this is achieved by
allowing the user to skip to the next page without being forced to answer the
higher-level questions. In addition, the order of predefined answers is randomized
and multiple target stimuli for “point to” type of questions are provided.

In addition, the cartoon-like, low-fidelity graphics in our game is used for several reasons. The first one is that the same graphics has been used in the printed
book. As this is an extension we wanted to preserve the same visual appearance.
Secondly, the targeted population for our game is used to this graphics style from
various children books and cartoons. Finally, we wanted to avoid the “Uncanny
valley” phenomenon [21], in which a high-fidelity human-like computer-generated
character is less preferred than its cartoon-like counterpart.
Our overall goal was to enrich the book reading experience for different levels
of readers and to provide an engaging learning environment for children with
disabilities, especially multisensory needs of children with ASD. The game can
be accessed at http://edusbih.org/book/.
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E-book Development

The e-book was developed using several web technologies: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript,
jQuery and AJAX. These technologies allow for easy-to-use, real-time interaction
through the web-based front end.

Fig. 2. Three scenes from the e-book: scene 2 (left), scene 5 (middle) and scene 10
(right).

In the web implementation of the e-book, the pages were called scenes. There
are 13 scenes in total, named scene1.html through scene13.html, Figure 2. By default, when the e-book is started, scene1.html is loaded. All scenes are displayed
through a single file, index.html. This is achieved through a navigation controller that loads a requested scene by switching the current html content with
the content of the corresponding scene through AJAX, Figure 3. At the same
time, JavaScript method loadScene, defined within index.html, resets the global
variables was corrected - used to indicate the correction; and questions active indicating if the questions were triggered. At this point the event listeners take
over and wait for the user to interact with the game.
All html files have event listeners which are responsible for the page interaction. index.html controls the logic for the questions and answers, the language
selection and for scene traversal, Figure 4. Individual scene files are responsible for the events at each particular scene, e.g. playing the sounds, hiding and
showing the elements, selecting the questions, and initiating the corrections.
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Fig. 3. A schematic view of the game structure.

All the styling, including visual appearance, sizes, positions and effects, is
done using Less elements preprocessor [11]. Namely, each scene has its own .less
file which defines the above-mentioned features for that page. On top of that,
there is an all.less file which defines the general page appearance including the
language and question bar (Figure 4), responsiveness, correction and animations.
Everything in the application that can be translated has its key in the lang.js
file. By clicking on the language selection button, the method translate() is called.
The method translates all the system and local strings that are defined for the
corresponding scene. The language can be selected at the opening scene, and also
toggled throughout the game. This is an important feature that fosters learning
a foreign language.
Each scene contains three question, two of which have three provided answers. For each such question only one of them, within its html element of the
class answer, has class correct assigned. Questions that require interaction with
the active scene elements, i.e. that use the “where is”, “point to” or similar antecedent, have their own logic implemented within their belonging scene. This
logic is based on an additional listener that checks if the touched element has a
class correct assigned to it. If so, the answer is considered as correct. For each
correct answer the “applause” sound is played and one of the text responses
(“Great job!”, “Excellent!”, “That’s correct!”) is randomly provided. In case
of the incorrect answer the correction is invoked. All the provided answers are
shuffled using the method shuffle() in the index.html file.
The correction for the incorrect answers is provided by either adding the
blinking yellow frame to the correct answer (Figure 4) for the questions with the

Fig. 4. A correction indicating the correct answer. Bottom box: the question button
(top left), the language button (top right), the question and answers (middle), navigational buttons (bottom left and right).

provided answers, or by adding a red halo around the correct object (Figure 5)
for the questions with the “pointing to” antecedent.

Fig. 5. Correction invoked after an element other than the keyboard had been touched.

In each scene there are a number of interactive elements. These elements,
when touched, either make corresponding sound, such as tweeting for bird or
howling for wolf, or are being named in the selected language. At the same
time, they are either smoothly scaled up and down, so they gently pop up, or
animated so they move across the scene. This is achieved by assigning the scaleanimation class to the corresponding element, and defining the animation code
in the corresponding .less file.
Finally, each scene has a bilingual narration, which is part of the storyline
that introduces the child to the current scene. It is triggered by either clicking
on the narrating character if in the scene (Figure 6), or on any non-interactive
element in the scene if the narrator is not present. Once triggered, it is both
displayed visually on a predefined spot and played audibly. All the voice overs
and the object naming audio files have been narrated by children.
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Conclusions and Future Work

Our interactive e-book provides a multisensory experience to relate basic learning
concepts to children through game-like experience. Children can hear the text
being narrated in one of the two languages of their choice, they can read along
and practice reading skills or just relay on visual stimuli and textually respond
to it. They can engage in a game to explore each page of the book or for younger

Fig. 6. The visual appearance of the narration once triggered.

users, just the interactivity and animations on each page are something to retain
their attention. It is a multiuse, multilevel educational interactive application of
the latest research in education, interactive e-books and serious games.
Since this is a pilot project, the e-book has only been preliminary tested with
several children with and without developmental delays, in order to eliminate
any potential technical malfunctioning. Nonetheless, it showed an indication of
a great potential, as all children seemed to enjoy using it and expressed high
interest in reusing it. The next step is to test the e-book and its interactive
features on the acquisition of the novel vocabulary, foreign language vocabulary,
1:1 correspondence (i.e. counting), colors, and comprehension of the story. We
would like to compare the effect and the experiences of children with disabilities
with typically developing children.
On the other side, there were many considerations and limitations on the
technical side of the game development, which could be overcome in the future
and allow for further technical enhancement of the game. One such consideration
was the scene transition. A simple transition, where the internet connection is
over 1Mbps, has been straightforward to implement and it is rendered smoothly
without any delays. However, for lower bandwidths, which are not uncommon in
this region, and also for mobile connections (3G and similar), we implemented
the background scene loading that allows the user to interact with the current
scene while the next one is being loaded. Once the requested scene is loaded, the
transition is made.
One of the main limitations in the development was the input graphics that
we had from the designing team of the printed book. Namely, all the graphics
were raster, and only partially layered, which made it impossible to extract
many scene objects from the background without major interventions on the
drawings. Furthermore, it restricted the game resolution and object animations.
In the future versions of the e-book we will make more scene object interactive
and potentially improve the object animations. In addition, we will make the
game more responsive so that it fits all the screen size factors and ratios more
naturally.
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